
Structural Integration and Energy Medicine
A Handbook of Advanced Bodywork

Jean Louise Green, Certified Advanced Rolf Practitioner and CMT 

Hands on Experience Meets 
Emerging Science:

This book offers clear and succinct 
explanations regarding [the]emerging science 
of our work with connective tissues and the 
energetics of the Rolf Line. Experienced and 
new practitioners alike will be supported by 
quotes from Dr. Rolf, illustrations, as well as 
Hellerwork themes, goals, areas addressed, and
movement/energetic exercises for each session.

Build your practice by building your skills: 

✔ in speaking with clients and prospective clients about the work

✔ in understanding & articulating the science which underpins our work

✔ in inspiring clients to maximize benefits through full participation

✔ in teaching movement & energetic exercises

✔ and by deepening your experience of living on your Line

http://jeanlouisegreenrolfpractitioner.com

 “Green has integrated far more than structure—she has integrated her lifetime of 
experiences and adventures with human structure, mind, body, and spirit.”—James
L. Oschman, Ph.D., author of Energy Medicine: The Scientific Basis

“[A]n invaluable handbook to accompany clients through the 10-Series , as well as
providing powerful support tools and suggestions to support clients after their S.I. 
series.”—Manny Aragon, President of IASI and owner of The Rolf Workshop

http://jeanlouisegreenrolfpractitioner.com/


Here’s what a new practitioner says about
Structural Integration and Energy Medicine

“Jean’s book has been such an incredible addition to my personal library. It’s the 
most accessible and interesting book I own on the topic of the Structural 
Integration series. The illustrations, language, and organization are refreshing, 
which makes the book a joy to read and use.”—BB  

Here’s what clients say:

“Jean Louise Green’s writing style is delightful, down-to-earth, and engaging. Her 
book is as readable as it is interesting…. Reading her book gave me the focus 
necessary to get the most out of my S.I. experience.”—SJ  

“The energetic information in the book helped me learn about grounding, so that I 
could do more simple, natural things to increase my health and wellbeing. 

This is a reference guide I can go back to. It’s not a read it once book. It’s like an 
owner’s manual for my body.”—KL 

Jean Louise Green is a Certified Advanced 
Practitioner of Structural Integration through the 
Guild for Structural Integration practicing in Chico, 
California.

http://jeanlouisegreenrolfpractitioner.com

Bulk discounts are available for Practitioners.

Call Inner Traditions direct at 1-802-767-3174
for details and to place an order.
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